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PHYSICS OF THE AIR
zontal planes must produce the same optical effects above and below (theoretically) the halo of 22° that are produced on its sides, as above explained, by crystals whose principal axes oscillate in the vertical plane through the sun. Each set of curves might properly be called tangent arcs of the halo of 22°, but as a matter of fact only those well-known, and. fairly common, arcs that occur above and below the circular halo are so designated.
Similarly, when the elevation of the sun is E, arcs identical with those just described and tangent to the halo at its highest and lowest points, as shown in Fig. 199, are formed by crystals whose principal axes oscillate in planes normal to the solar vertical and inclined at the angle E to the plane of the horizon.
But ice spicules, or needles, tend to float with their principal axes horizontal. Hence, it is necessary carefully to determine the optical
effects of crystals in this particular position, as may be done by noting the transformations of the tangent arcs as the crystals are so turned as to carry their principal axes from the inclined H' to the horizontal plane.
FIG. 199.—Tangent arcs of the halo of 22°.              Let, then, the principal
axis of an ice needle lie
parallel to OP (Fig. 199) in which 0 is the position of the observer, HSH' the inclined plane and S the sun at elevation E. Let h be the inclination of the principal axis to the incident radiation and let a or b be the position of the resulting image. Now, let the crystal, as suggested above, be so turned as to carry its axis from an inclined to a horizontal position, and in such manner as to keep constant the angle between the principal axis and the direction of the incident ray. That is, change the direction of the axis from parallel to OP to parallel to OP', with SP = SP'. Under these conditions the refracted ray will turn precisely as does the principal axis. Hence, if a' and V are the new positions of a and 6, the angle aSa' = VSb' = PSP'. But from the right spherical triangle OSP'
cos OSP' = sin PSP' = tan E cot SPf = tan E tan h
and
aSaf = bSb' = sin"1 (tan E tan h).
Since the points of tangency of the "tangent arcs" under consideration are 90 from the corresponding points of the similar "arcs of Lowitz "
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